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INTRODUCTION
The theory of Weil bundles is a powerful tool which represents an
unifying approach for many general problems in global analysis and
differential geometry. The starting point of this theory is the classical Weil
 paper 18 , whose author defines the near points of a smooth manifold as
the algebra homomorphisms from its ring of smooth functions into a finite
Ž .dimensional local algebra also called Weil algebra . Some aspects of this
Ž   .  theory were studied by different authors see 8, 11 , for example . In 12
we continue the work started by Weil and define the jet space associated
Ž .to a Weil algebra; a jet higher order contact element in a manifold M is
an ideal of the ring of smooth functions of M, namely, the jet associated to
a near point is its kernel as an algebra homomorphism. In the cited paper
we show that there is a canonical submersion from the classical space of
Ž .m, l -velocities of M onto the corresponding jet space which is a principal
Ž  .fibre bundle see also 6, 8 . The smooth structure on jet spaces associated
 to more general Weil bundles was defined in 1 .
This point of view allowed us to define the Taylor imbedding for Weil
and jet spaces and give an intrinsic definition for the prolongation of an
ideal from a jet space to another one; on the other hand, our characteriza-
tion of the vertical tangent space to a jet manifold at a point allows a
Ž  .natural presentation of Kuranishi’s fundamental identification see 10
Ž  .and affine structures on jet bundles see 7, 12 .
This theory was applied by the authors to some problems, like the theory
Ž  .of Lie pseudogroups and differential invariants see 1315 .
In this paper we apply the above mentioned techniques and results to
the theory of formal integrability for systems of nonlinear partial differen-
  Ž  .tial equations, developed by Goldschmidt in 4, 5 see also 2, 16 . We
give straightforward definitions for the symbol and prolongation of a
system of partial differential equations, which is not supposed to be a
manifold and explain the role of the curvature and its relationship with
Spencer’s cohomology. Our formulation of Goldschmidt’s criterion on
formal integrability is completely algebraic: we never use the smooth
structure of jet bundles, but only the fact that the completions of the local
Žrings involved are rings of power series this is the case for analytic or
.simple algebraic manifolds, for example .
The last section is devoted to the characteristic co-vectors, which are
defined by means of a transversality condition, using the isomorphism
given by the fundamental identification. We show how to obtain the
characteristic manifolds of determined or underdetermined systems of
 partial differential equations. In 3, 9 one can find different approaches to
this subject.
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We begin by summarizing, without proofs, some relevant material
 in 12 .
Let M be a smooth manifold and A a Weil algebra; we denote by M A
Ž . lthe set of algebra homomorphisms from C M into A. When A m
  Ž . l1 l Ž . X , . . . , X  X , . . . , X we obtain the space M of the m, l -1 m 1 m m
velocities of M. Each smooth function from M into  can be prolongated
to a function from M A into A, and the smooth structure in M A is
characterized by the condition that all those prolongations be smooth. We
define the prolongation of an ideal of smooth functions from M to M A as
the same ideal, understanding each one of its functions as a mapping from
A ŽM into A note that we do not change the ring of functions, but the
. l Ž .algebra where they are valued . As the jet space J M is the quotient ofm
Ž .the space of regular m, l -velocities on M by the Lie group of algebra
l l Ž .automorphisms of  , the prolongation of an ideal from a M to J M ism m
the intersection of its prolongation to M l with the ring of functionsm
Ž   .invariant under the action of this group see 12 for details ; the Taylor
lrŽ . rŽ l Ž ..imbedding J M  J J M allows us to define the prolongation ofm m m
l Ž . lrŽ .an ideal from J M to J M .m m
Let  : M X be a fibre bundle; we will denote by J lM the fibre
bundle of l-jets of sections of  , the cases l 0 and l1 correspond-
r l rŽ .ing to M and X, respectively. If l r, : J M J M is the canonicall
projection, and the lth source projection will be denoted by  l. If  l	 J lM,
r rŽ l.for each r
 l we will write  instead of   , when no confusion canl
arise.
  l l Ž .In 12 we show that J M is the open subset of J M whose elementsm
Ž . lare kernels of algebra homomorphisms from C M onto  whosem
Ž . l lrestrictions to C X are onto, and that each jet  	 J M can be
Ž . Ž . l1understood as an algebra homomorphism from C M onto C X  ,x
lŽ l. Ž .where x   , whose restriction to C X is the projection onto
Ž . l1 lr rŽ l .C X  ; thus, the Taylor imbedding J M J J M allows us tox
lr lr Ž l .consider each jet  	 J M as a homomorphism from C J M onto
Ž . r1C X  , this fact will be used throughout the whole paper.x
Let  l	 J lM; the kernel of the projection T l J lM T X induced by x
the source map is called ertical tangent space and denoted by V l J lM. In
  Ž .12 , this space is canonically identified with the C X -module
Der  C M , C X  l1 ;Ž . Ž .Ž .C Ž X . x
then the space Q l J lM, kernel of the projection V l J lM V l1 J l1M,  
agrees with the submodule of the derivations with values in  l l1; thisx x
fact allows one to give a straightforward definition of Kuranishi’s funda-
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 mental identification 10 and, in particular, the isomorphism
Q l J lM SlT X  V 0 M .Ž . x  
1. SYSTEMS OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
DEFINITION 1.1. By a system of partial differential equations of order l, in
m independent ariables, on the manifold M we will mean a locally finitely
Ž l Ž ..generated ideal I of C J M .m
For each r 0 let I r be the prolongation of an ideal I from
Ž l Ž .. Ž lrŽ .. Ž 0 . lr Ž r .C J M to C J M where I  I , and R  I , the set ofm m m 0
r lrŽ .zeros of the ideal I in J M .m
Ž .DEFINITION 1.2. A solution in the classical sense of I is an m-dimen-
l Ž . lsional submanifold X of M such that X J X R .m m
PROPOSITION 1.3. For each integer r 0, I r is a system of partial
differential equations with the same solutions as I.
r Ž lrŽ ..Proof. I is a locally finitely generated ideal of C J M : ifm
f , . . . , f is a system of generators of I on an open subset U, then the1 k
 Ž . 1 r Ž r1.1functions  f 1
 i
m, 1
 j
 k generate I locally, and I  Ii j
Ž  . rsee 12 ; therefore I defines a system of partial differential equations of
order l r on M. It is obvious that each solution of I r is a solution of I,
r Ž l Ž ..because I I  C J M ; it remains to show that each m-dimensionalm
submanifold X of M solution of I is a solution of I r.
Since the problem is local, we can assume that X is closed. Let
Ž . Ž . Ž . lI X  C M be the ideal of X in M; then I I X , because I
l Ž . r Ž . lr rvanishes over X J X . Hence I  I X , that is to say, I vanishesm
lrŽ .over X J X .m
  l Ž .As we show in 12 , locally J M is the manifold of jets of sections of am
fibre bundle, therefore the systems of partial differential equations on
fibre bundles are a particular case of those given by the former definition.
A system of partial differential equations of order l on the fibre bundle  :
Ž l .M X is a locally generated ideal I of C J M , and we will call a
Ž .solution in the classical sense of I each section s of  such that
Ž l . Ž .Im j s  I .0
In what follows we will restrict ourselves to systems of partial differen-
tial equations defined over fibre bundles, so we will omit the subscript m.
Ž l .If  : M X is a fibre bundle and I C J M is a system of partial
differential equations, for each r 0 we will denote by I r the prolongation
Ž lr . lr Ž r . lof I to C J M and R  I . We will say also that R is the0
system of partial differential equations defined by the ideal I. We will
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r l rŽ l .write J R for the set of zeros of the prolongation of I to J J M ; such
Ž rŽ l.. Žprolongation will be denoted by I J R observe that if the projection
l l rŽ l.R  X is a subbundle of J M, then J R agrees with the set of r-jets of
l . lr lr lrl rsections of R , which justifies the notation . If  	R , then T R
will represent the vector subspace of T l r J lrM formed by the tangent
vectors which annihilate the ideal I r.
rŽ l . Ž .lWhen Q J J M is considered as a space of C X -derivations from
Ž l . r r1 r llC J M into   , it is denoted by V J M. The kernel of thex x 
natural projection
V lr J lM V l1r J l1M 
will be denoted by Q lr J lM. In particular, if r 0 then V l0 J lM V l J lM  
0 l l r r rŽ .l land Q J MQ J M; if l 0, we have V MQ MQ J M   p p p
r  Ž . 0 Ž . r rŽ .S T X  V M, where p  , x  p , and  is any point of J Mx p
in the fibre of p.
l l r l Ž r Ž l..l lIf  	R , we will denote by V R resp. Q R the set of deriva- 
r l Ž r l .l ltions belonging to V J M resp. Q J M which annihilate the ideal I. 
A mapping EW is said to be a family of ector spaces oer W if for
each point y	W the fibre E is a vector space. If EW and EWy
are two families of vector spaces over W, a mapping E E is a
morphism of families of ector spaces oer W if for each y	W it induces a
linear mapping E  E .y y
DEFINITION 1.4. The r th symbol of R l is the family of vector spaces
l l l lrŽ l.lover R whose fibre at each point  	R is the vector space G R of
lr Ž l .lthe elements of Q J M which, considered as derivations from C J M
into  r r1 through the fundamental identification i l annihilate thex x lr
ideal I.
Ž . lr lrŽ l.l lRemarks. 1 The fact that, like Q J M, G R depends only on 
the point  l, but not on its inverse images in J lrM, is essential.
Ž . lrŽ l. lrl l2 By definition, G R is the set of elements of Q J M whose 
r l r Ž l.l limages in Q J M belong to Q R ; as the fundamental identification 
i l is injective, we havelr
G llr R l Q lr R l Q l J lrM ,Ž . Ž .  
r l Ž l. l Ž l.l l lintersection as subspaces of Q J M. As Q R G R , it follows  
lrŽ l. l Ž l.l lthat G R is the r th prolongation of G R in the sense of Kuran- 
 ishi 10, p. 18 .
Ž .3 It is easy to show that our definition of symbol agrees with the one
  lrlgiven by Goldschmidt 5, 16 . In what follows we will simply write G ,
omitting the system R l, when no confusion can arise.
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2. THE SPENCER SEQUENCE
DEFINITION 2.1. The Spencer sequence of the fibre bundle  : M X is
the complex of families of vector spaces over M
    2 0Q M T*Q M  T*Q M  Ž . Ž . Ž .
 m  T*Q M  0. 2.1Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where T* T* X and Q M is the family of vector spaces over M
whose fibre at each point p	M is
Q  M  Ql MŽ . Ž .p p
l0
and  is the restriction of the exterior differential to the polynomials with
Ž .coefficients in V M .
Ž   .The former complex is acyclic see 16, p. 86; 17, p. 237 , for example .
l l lr Ž .lIf  	R and r 1, then for each D	G we have  D 
lr1Ž . Ž  .i D see 12 ; thus, if D is considered, via the fundamental identifi-lr
Ž l . r r1cation, as a derivation from C J M into   , it annihilates thex x
l Ž .ideal of R .  D is the composition of this derivation with the Taylor
morphism  r r1 r1 r   2; hence it annihilates thex x x x x x
l lr Ž . lr1ideal of R too. Therefore  maps G into T* X G , and the
Ž . lcomplex 2.1 induces a complex of families of vector spaces over R
   lr lr1 r l r l0G T*G   T*G   T*G  0.Ž .
2.2Ž .
lrk , kŽ l.DEFINITION 2.2. We will denote by H G the cohomology of
k Ž . lrkthe former complex at  T* X G and we call it the Spencer
cohomology of R l.
DEFINITION 2.3. The symbol Gl is said to be k-acyclic if
H lrs , s Gl  0, r s, 0
 s
 kŽ .
Ž .and inolutie if it is m-acyclic, that is to say, if 2.2 is an exact sequence
for each r 0.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Gl is 1-acyclic.
Proof. We have to prove that for each r 2 the kernel of the mapping
 : T* X Glr12T* X Glr2Ž . Ž .
Ž lr .agrees with  G .
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l l lŽ l. Ž .Let  	R and x   ; as the complex 2.1 is acyclic, each
 Ž . lr1 Ž .lelement of T X G which belongs to ker  has the form  D ,x 
lr Ž . Ž l .lwhere D	Q J M. If  D is considered as a derivation from C J M
into  r1 r   2 , it annihilates the ideal I of R l; hence if D isx x x x
Ž l . r r1considered as a derivation from C J M into   it must annihi-x x
lr
llate the ideal I, and consequently D	G .
3. FORMAL INTEGRABILITY
Let R l J lM be a system of partial differential equations defined by
Ž l .an ideal I of C J M . Since
I r1 C J lrM  I r ,Ž .
lr Ž lr1. lrthen  R R ; the equality does not hold in general.lr1
DEFINITION 3.1. R l is said to be formally integrable at a point  l	R l
if for each r 0 and each  lr	R lr whose projection on R l is  l
lr1 lr1 lr Ž lr1. lrthere is a  	R such that     . We will saylr1
that R l is formally integrable if it is formally integrable at every point
 l	R l, that is to say, if for each r 0 the natural projection R lr1
R lr is onto.
Our aim in what follows is to give sufficient conditions for a system of
partial differential equations to be formally integrable.
For each r 1 let F be the family of vector spaces over R l whose fibrer
at each point  l	R l is
r l r l lr
l l l lF  V J M V R Q J M , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r   
lr r Ž l .l lwhere Q J M is concerned as a subspace of V J M through the 
fundamental identification. If for a given r 1 the natural mapping
rŽ l. r1Ž l. lr1J R  J R is onto, then we can define a section 	 : R  Fr r
as follows.
lr1 lr1 lr1 r1Ž l. lr1Let  	R ; since R  J R  J M, we can find
lr lr  l, r rŽ l. lr1 lra couple of points  	 J M,  	 J R over  . If  and
l, r rŽ l .
 are considered as points of J J M , they have the same image in
r1Ž l . l, r1J J M , namely,  . Hence its difference is a ‘‘vertical vector’’ of
r l   lr  l, r  Ž .l lV J M; its equivalence class    in F does not depend on r 
lr  l, r Žthe choices of  and  when those points are replaced by new ones
 lr,  l, r which verify the same conditions we have  l, r  l, r	 V lr R l
 lr  lr lr .land    	Q J M . Consequently, the mapping
	 : R lr1 Fr r
 lr  l , rlr1    
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is well defined as a section of the family of vector spaces F . By analogyr
  lwith Goldschmidt 5 we call 	 the curature of R .r
lr rŽ l. lr lrSince R  J R  J M, the image of the mapping R 
R lr1 is the set of zeros of 	 .r
The previous discussion can be summarized as follows:
PROPOSITION 3.2. With the aboe notations, let us assume that for each
r 1 the mapping J r R l J r1 R l is onto; then for each r 1, 2, . . . there is
a section
	 : R lr1 Fr r
whose set of zeros agrees exactly with the image of the mapping R lr
R lr1.
Using this proposition we are going to give an homological characteriza-
tion of formal integrability, under some conditions which we will make
precise later on; we need the following
DEFINITION 3.3. Let K be a field, A a K algebra, x	 Spec A, andK
 its ideal in A. Given two ideals I, J of A contained in  , we will sayx x
that I and J intersect transersally at x if each K-derivation D: A K at
 which annihilates I J can be written as DDD
, where Dx
Ž . Ž .and D
 are derivations at  such that D I  0 and D
 J  0.x
EXAMPLE. Let M be a smooth manifold and p	M. If Y, Z are
submanifolds of M which contain p and intersect transversally at p, their
Ž . Ž .ideals I Y and I Z intersect transversally at  , because T Y T Zp p p
T M. The same is true if Y, Z intersect transversally when they arep
imbedded in a submanifold of M containing both of them.
Let r 1; the fundamental identification induces an injective morphism
V r J lM  Sr1T* X  V 1 J lMŽ . Ž . Ž .
l rŽ l. r1 Ž .of families of vector spaces over R which applies V R into S T* X
1Ž l. Ž lr . r1 Ž . Ž l1 . V R and Q J M into S T* X Q J M . Therefore it gives,
by factorization, a mapping
 r : F  Sr1T* X  F . 3.2Ž . Ž .r 1
LEMMA 3.4. If for each r 1 the canonical mapping J r R l J r1 R l is
l1 l1 Ž 1 l. Ž l1 .onto, then for each  	R such that the ideals I J R and I J M
Ž 1Ž l .. l1of C J J M intersect transersally at  and the linear mapping
T l1 R l1 T l R l is onto the image by 	 of each point  lr1 lying in the  r
fibre of  l1 belongs to the kernel of  r, for each r 2.
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Proof. With the notations used in the definition of 	 , we have to showr
that the image by the fundamental identification i1 of the derivationr
D lr 
 l, r	 V lr J lM belongs to
Sr1T X  V l1 R l Sr1TXQ l J l1M ,Ž .x  x 
r1  Ž . 1 llthat is to say, that there are D	 S T X  V R and D
 	x 
Sr1TXQ l J l1M such that, when they are thought of as derivationsx 
Ž l . r1 r 2from C J M into     , then DFDFD
 F forx x x x
Ž l .each function F	 C J M .
 l, r r l Ž l. Ž  l, r .As  	 J R , for each F	 I R we have F   0, hence DF
Ž  lr .F  .
Ž .Let y , . . . , y be a system of generators of the ideal  in C X . If1 m x
Ž 1Ž l ..F , . . . , F are the real components of F in C J J M and D is0 m
Ž . Ž 1Ž l .. l1considered as a C X -derivation from C J J M at  with values
in  r1 r , thenx x
DF F  lrŽ . r1 rDF   	  1
 i
m .Ž .i x x y  yi i
Ž 1Ž l ..If G	 C J J M , then
D F G G  l1 DF  F  l1 DGG  l1 DF ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i
Ž l1. Ž l1 lr1 lr1because F   0 note that  is the image of  	R ,i
l1.with r 2, and consequently it belongs to R . Furthermore
F  lrŽ .  lr F  .Ž .i yi
Hence
D F G  F G  lr 	 r1 r ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i x x
Ž . Ž  lr .and therefore D    for each real function  belonging to the
1Ž l. 1Ž l .ideal of J R in J J M .
Ž l1 . r1Ž 1Ž l ..If 	 I J M is considered as a function defined in J J J M
 Ž . r 4with values in the family of rings C X  , its real componentsx x	 X
r1Ž l1Ž .. Ž r1Ž 1Ž l ...belong to the ideal of J J M in C J J J M ; since
J lr M  J r1 J l1 M ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž  lr .we have    0.
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Ž 1Ž l.. Ž l1Ž .. Ž .Thus we have proved that if 	 I J R  I J M , then D 
Ž . 0; therefore the inner product of D with any r 1 vectors of T X is ax
Ž 1Ž l .. l1derivation from C J J M at  with values in  which annihilates
Ž 1Ž l.. Ž l1Ž ..I J R  I J M . As by hypothesis these two ideals intersect
l1 1Ž l.l1transversally at  , such an inner product belongs to T J R 
l1Ž . 1Ž . l1T J M and consequently, if we write i D Ý y D , r  r1 
1 l    1Ž l.l l1with D 	 V J M, we have D D D , where D 	 T J R and      
  l1 lŽ .l1 lD 	 T J M . If D is the projection of D in T R , by hypothesis    
   l1 l˜ ˜l1 lthere is a D 	 T R whose projection in T R is D ; then D D     
1 l  ˜  ˜Ž . Ž .l	 V R , and we can write D  D D  D D . Since the pro-     
 ˜ l
ljections of D and D D over T J M vanish, the same holds for the   
 ˜  ˜ l1Ž .lprojection of D D ; hence D D 	Q J M , and we conclude.    
We define the family of vector spaces over R l
F  V J lM V R l .Ž . Ž .0
Ž l . l rSince Q J M G  F , for each r 1 the fundamental identification i0 lr
Ž lrŽ .. r Ž .defines a mapping from Q J M into S T* X  F ; the quotient0
r Ž .space of S T* X  F by the image of such mapping is isomorphic to F .0 r
Hence the kernel of  r agrees with h  cohomology of the complexl, r
Q J lr M  SrT* X  F  Sr1T* X  F ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 1
where the second mapping is the composition
 rr r1S T* X  F  FS T* X  F .Ž . Ž .0 r 1
lr2, 2Ž l.LEMMA 3.5. Let r 2; if h  0, then h H G .l, r1 l, r
Ž . k kProof. Let us write T* T* X and J  J M; the commutative
diagram
0 0 0 0
   
l r lr r r1   Ž .0 G Q J S T* F S T* F
   
0 1
lr1 lr1 r1 r2   Ž .0 T*G T*Q J T* S T* F T* S T* F0 1
  
2 lr2 2 lr2 2 r2  Ž .0  T*G  T*Q J  T* S T F0
 
3 lr3 3 lr3  Ž .0  T*G  T*Q J
lrk lrkŽ .where for r k  0, G is replaced by Q M , is exact, except
r Ž . 2 Ž . lr2the first row at S T* X  F and the first column at  T* X G0
Žthe second row is exact by hypothesis and the first column is exact at
lr1Ž . .T* X G by Proposition 2.4 . From here the lemma follows.
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Ž .THEOREM 3.6 Criterion on Formal Integrability . If for each r 1 the
rŽ l. r1Ž l. l Ž 1Ž l..mapping J R  J R is onto, G is 2-acyclic, the ideals I J R
Ž l1Ž .. l1 l1and I J M intersect transersally at  	R , and the linear map-
ping T l1 R l1 T l R l is onto, then R l1 is formally integrable at  l1. 
Proof. By definition of F we have h  0. Then from the previous1 l, 1
lemma it follows, by induction on r, that h  0 for each r 2, and wel, r
conclude by Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.4.
As an application of the former theorem we give a proof of Gold-
schmidt’s criterion on formal integrability.
Ž . lTHEOREM 3.7 Goldschmidt . If the map R  X is a subbundle of
J lM X, R l1R l is an affine bundle, and Gl is 2-acyclic, then R l is
formally integrable.
Proof. R l being a smooth manifold, for each r 1 the projections
J r R l J r1 R l are onto; for each  l1	R l1 the mapping T l1 R l1
T l R l is surjective because R l1R l is an affine bundle. It remains to
Ž 1Ž l.. Ž l1Ž ..show that the ideals I J R and I J M intersect transversally at
each point of R l1.
Let  l1	R l1 and choose local coordinates y , . . . , y on a neigh-1 n
0 Ž . bourhood of p  in M such that y , . . . , y 	 C X ; let y ; Y1 m i mj, 
Ž   .41
 i
m;  
 l be the corresponding system of local coordinates
around  l in J lM. If the ideal of R l is generated in a neighbourhood of
l Ž 1Ž l.. by functions f , . . . , f , then I J R is generated in a neighbourhood1 r
l1  Ž .of  by f ,  f 1
 i
m, 1
 k
 r , wherek i k
 f  fk k f   Y ;Ýi k mj ,  ,  i y  Yi mj ,   
l
Ž  . l1Ž .see 12 . As the specialization of Y to J M is Y , them j,  ,  mj, i i
affine equations defining the fibres of the projection R l1R l in a
neighbourhood of  l1 are
 f  f  fk k k
Y   Y .Ý Ým j ,  mj , i i Y  y  Ym j ,  i mj ,     l  l
This projection is an affine bundle by hypothesis; therefore the coefficient
Ž   .matrix of this system of affine equations in the variables Y   lm j,  i
has some submatrix of maximal dimension whose determinant does not
l1 l1Ž .vanish around  , and consequently the restrictions to J M of the
 f are functionally independent around  l1. Since those functions,i k
l1Ž .together with the f , generate the restriction to J M of the idealk
Ž 1Ž l.. Ž   .I J R and the f do not depend on the variables Y   l 1 ,k mj, 
such restriction is generated by functionally independent functions in a
neighbourhood of  l1. Then the following lemma allows us to conclude:
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LEMMA 3.8. Let Y, Z be submanifolds of a smooth manifold M and
Ž . Ž .p	 Y Z. If the specialization of I Y to Z is generated by functions of Z
Ž . Ž .functionally independent at p, then the ideals I Y and I Z intersect
transersally at p.
Ž .Proof. Assume that the restriction of I Y to Z is generated by
Ž .functions y , . . . , y 	 C Z , specializations to Z of functions y , . . . , y 	1 r 1 r
Ž .C M . Let  , . . . ,  be vector fields on M tangent to Z such that1 r
Ž . Ž y   1
 i, j
 r the existence of those fields is guaranteedi p j i j
because y , . . . , y can be taken as part of a system of local coordinates for1 r
.Z in a neighbourhood of p . If a derivation D 	 T M annihilatesp p
Ž . Ž .I Y  I Z , let
r
  D  D y  , D D D .Ž .Ýp p i i p p p p
i1
   Ž . Ž . Then D D D , and D annihilates I Y  I Z , because D 	 T Z;p p p p p p
 Ž .thus, if we show that D f 0 for each function f	 I Y we will conclude.p
Ž .Let f	 I Y ; its specialization f to Z can be written, in a neighbour-
hood of p, as
f h y  h y ,1 1 r r
Ž .where h , . . . , h are restrictions to Z of functions h , . . . , h 	 C M .1 r 1 r
Thus we have
f h y  h y  g ,1 1 r r
Ž . Ž . Ž .where g	 I Y  I Z . If   h p , doing the Taylor expansion of thei i
h at p and replacing it in the former expression we havei
f  y   y 	 I Y  I Z  2 ,Ž . Ž .1 1 r r p
  Ž . Ž .and hence D f 0, because D annihilates I Y  I Z .p p
4. CHARACTERISTIC CO-VECTORS AND THE
CAUCHYKOWALEVSKI THEOREM
Let R l be an lth order system of partial differential equations on the
fibre bundle  : M X defined by an ideal I; let  l	R l and suppose
that I is generated, in a neighbourhood of  l, by functionally independent
Ž l .functions F , . . . , F 	 C J M . Let us consider the linear mapping1 r
 d l F , . . . , d l F : T l J lM r .Ž . 1  r 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. If the mapping R l J l1M is a submersion in a
neighbourhood of  l, then the sequence
l l r
l l0G Q J M  0 
is exact.
Proof. We only need to prove that  is surjective. This is equivalent to
showing that, when they are considered as forms on Q l J lM, d l F , . . . ,  1
d l F are linearly independent. r
If a linear relation Ýr  d l F vanishes on Q l J lM, then it gives rise toi1 i  i 
a commutative diagram
 l  l  l1 
l l l10 Q J M T J M T J M 0

  




By hypothesis the map T l R l T l1 J l1M is onto, and its composition 
l
lwith  vanishes on T R , hence  must vanish; therefore  must vanish
identically, which is absurd.
Let x	 X the source of  l, 	 TX, and  l its lth symmetric power.x
Then  lV M is a vector subspace of SlTX V M which can be thought,p x p
via the fundamental identification, as a subspace of Q l J lM.
DEFINITION 4.2. We will say that  is non-characteristic for R l at  l if
the subspaces  lV M and G ll intersect transversally in Q l J lM, and thatp  
it is characteristic in the other case.
The following theorem justifies the above definition.
THEOREM 4.3. If the canonical projection R l J l1M is a submersion
around  l, the system R l can be written in the normal form of Cauchy
Kowaleski in a neighbourhood of  l if and only if there is a non-
characteristic 1-form for R l at  l.
Proof. Let 	 TX a non-characteristic 1-form for R l at  l; thenx
 lV MG ll Q l J lM. Since : Q l J lM r is onto and vanishes onp   
G ll , its restriction to  lV M is onto. Let us choose local coordinates p
Ž .y , . . . , y in a neighbourhood of p such that y , . . . , y 	 C X and1 n 1 m
  ll  d y ; in 12 we show that the isomorphism V J M x m 
Ž Ž . Ž . l1. Ž .  Ž .Der C M , C X  maps  Y into 1! y  yC Ž X . x mj,  mj
Ž .with the notations used there for the local coordinates in the jet spaces ,
l Ž .and hence y  y is the derivation attached to  Y , wherem mj mj, lm
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 stands for the m-index whose m 1 first elements are 0 and the lastm
one equals 1. From here it follows that the rank of the matrix
 F , . . . , FŽ .1 rž / Y , . . . , YŽ . lm1,  n , lm m 
equals r ; by applying the implicit function theorem it turns out that the
system R l is defined, in a neighbourhood of  l, by equations
Y   y , Y 1
 k
 r . 4.1Ž . Ž .Ž .m i , l mi i mj , k m k
If r nm, then the functions  do not depend on any variablem i k
Ž . Ž .Y 1
 j
 nm . Hence 4.1 is the CauchyKowalevski normalm j, lm l l Ž .form for R at  . If the system is underdetermined r
 nm , then
Ž .Eqs. 4.1 can be written in the form
Y   y , Y 1
 k
 r 4.2Ž . Ž .Ž .mk , l mk i mj , m
Žand the functions  may depend on the variables Y r 1
mk mj, lm
. Ž .j
 nm , so that Eqs. 4.2 are the CauchyKowalevski normal form for
R l, when it is considered as a system of partial differential equations with
y , . . . , y as unknown functions and y , . . . , y as parameters.m1 mr mr1 n
Its general solution depends on arbitrary functions.
Conversely, if the system of equations defining R l in a neighbourhood
of  l can be written in the CauchyKowalevski normal form with respect
l lto the variable y , then  d y is noncharacteristic for R at  .m x m
Calculus in Local Coordinates. Finally we compute in local coordinates
the equations of the characteristic manifolds for determining or underde-
termined systems.
Let R l be a system of partial differential equations over the fibre
bundle  : M X with the same number of equations as unknown
functions, that is to say, r nm, using the notations of above. Let
 l	 J lM and F , . . . , F a system of generators of the ideal of R l in am1 n
l Žneighbourhood of  coordinated by functions y , Y 1
 i
m,i mj
  . lŽ l. m1
 j
 nm,  
 l . Let x   and Ý f d y , wherei1 i x i
Ž . Žf , . . . , f 	 C X from now on the point x will be omitted for simplic-1 m
. l Ž .  Ž .ity . Then  Ý 1! f dy ; the fundamental identification es- l
tablishes an isomorphism between  lV M and the subspace of Q l J lMp 
Ž .  Ž .Ž .spanned by the vectors Ý 1! f x  Y . l mj, 
From Proposition 4.1 it follows that
dim G l R l dim  lV M dim Q l J lM . p 
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Hence  is characteristic for R l at  l if and only if the intersection of
both subspaces equals zero, that is to say, if the determinant
1 F 1 Fm1 m1 f x  f xŽ . Ž .Ý Ý
 !  Y  !  Ym1,  n ,     l  l
. .. .. .
1 F 1 Fn n f x  f xŽ . Ž .Ý Ý
 !  Y  !  Ym1,  n ,     l  l
l Ž .vanishes at  . If  d f , where f	 C X , then this condition is a firstx
order partial differential equation for f , with y , . . . , y as independent1 m
variables and the Y as parameters, whose solutions give the hyper-m j, 
surfaces of M whose equation is f 0 which are characteristic for the
system R l at  l.
The same discussion holds for underdetermined systems, F mk
Ž .0, . . . , F  0 k 1 . In this case a necessary and sufficient condition forn
 to be characteristic is that the matrix
1 F 1 Fmk mk af x  f xŽ . Ž .Ý Ý
 !  Y  !  Ym1,  n ,     l  l
. .. .. .
1 F 1 Fn n  0f x  f xŽ . Ž .Ý Ý
 !  Y  !  Ym1,  n ,     l  l
does not have maximal rank at  l. When  d f this condition gives risex
to a first order system of partial differential equations.
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